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Simon Shields is a director and co-founder of Monash Investors.

Have you made any major positional changes recently?

A stock that we have been quite active in recently has

been Australian Strategic Materials – a producer of

critical metals for advanced technology. Its plants

convert oxides into high purity metals and alloys. It is

providing an alternative to relying on China, and doing

so with a cleaner and less energy intensive production

process. There will be a major step change in its

earnings over time as it rolls out these plants

internationally.

We first invested in ASM in April this year at $4.80. We

sold down most of our position in August for around $13

when the stock had been pushed up by buying from a

rare earths ETF. We bought back in below $10 only last

month, but once again it is trading above $13 and we

have let some go.

Any IPOs you’re in, or like the look of?

Simon Shields believes Healthia is the most
likely takeover target out of Monash’s
holdings.  Louise Kennerley
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The best IPO we saw recently was Triad Life Sciences. This company has a medical

product which improves chronic wound management and burn care. Unfortunately, it

was so good that a couple of weeks ago it received a takeover offer from a strategic playerreceived a takeover offer from a strategic playerreceived a takeover offer from a strategic playerreceived a takeover offer from a strategic playerreceived a takeover offer from a strategic player

at a 30 per cent premium to its pre-money IPO valuationat a 30 per cent premium to its pre-money IPO valuationat a 30 per cent premium to its pre-money IPO valuationat a 30 per cent premium to its pre-money IPO valuationat a 30 per cent premium to its pre-money IPO valuation. We had a meeting with the

company and started our investment analysis, but the IPO has now been pulled.

In general, it’s hard to get enough exposure to the IPOs we want. If the opportunity is

attractive then demand from us and the other fund managers tends to swamp the

available stock. If it’s not an attractive IPO, the brokers keep calling to encourage more

interest, which is an indication that they are struggling to get it away.

Which stock in the absolute investment fund are you most bullish on?

Advertisement
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This question is probably the kiss of death for any stock I nominate! Our portfolio is a

relatively concentrated play on high conviction holdings and they are all vying for the

title ‘stock I’m most bullish on’.

One of the stocks that we have a lot of confidence in is jewellery retailer Lovisa. It mostly

operates from shopping centres, and has been accelerating its rollout of new stores.has been accelerating its rollout of new stores.has been accelerating its rollout of new stores.has been accelerating its rollout of new stores.has been accelerating its rollout of new stores.

They have about 150 in Australia and another 400 around the world, mostly in Europe

and with a lesser presence in the USA and Asia. Their stores tend to pay back their setup

costs within a year. With their cookie cutter approach to running their shops, they have

good same store sales growth and reliable margins. Their competitive edge is being a

vertically integrated manufacturer of “fast fashion” affordable jewellery, with a product

range that responds quickly to social media and celebrity fashion trends.

There is a long runway of growth for Lovisa from setting up new stores. Not just in the

existing markets of Europe, Asia and North America, where they are making strong

progress. The board of Lovisa has signalled their intention to aggressively continue with

this strategy. They recently appointed Victor Herrero, who comes from the global

retailing group that owns Zara among other brands. He led the company’s expansion,

rolling out 800 stores across multiple countries including China and India, where Lovisa

does not yet have a presence.

https://www.afr.com/markets/equity-markets/lovisa-s-reality-check-may-be-short-lived-20211126-p59cf1
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Which stock do you think makes the most appealing M&A target and why?

It’s a bit of a mug’s game for fund managers to position their portfolio to set themselves

to benefit from potential takeovers. Often the most likely targets are ignored and the

actual targets are a surprise. But if I had to pick from our holdings I’d say Healthia is most

likely to be taken over.

It is a roll-up of physiotherapy, podiatry and optical clinics. It has good organic growth,

with reliable earnings, growth by bolt-on acquisitions, and a relatively modest price-

earnings multiple. Private equity has demonstrated that it likes taking over these sorts of

businesses in the past.

Which area of the market are you bearish on?
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We generally avoid mature industries that change little and are well covered by analysts.

These sorts of stocks tend to be fairly priced. To manage risk, we avoid shorting stocks

with low liquidity or purely on market sentiment. However, if we can identify an industry

in decline or a business that is being damaged by a change in technology or other

circumstances, we would investigate it to see if it was worth shorting. We tend to only

have a couple of short positions on at any one time.

An exception to this happened during the first months of COVID-19, where it was clear

that airlines and travel stocks would need highly dilutive capital raisings to stay in

business. We ended up seeing dramatic falls in these stocks and needed to top up the

weight to these successful shorts as their prices fell to maintain our short exposure. We

were able to close out at prices well below our initial entry.

Any good TV shows, movies or podcasts you’ve enjoyed recently?

I listen to podcasts when I take my dog to the park each day after work and throw a ball

for him to chase. But even that is not enough time to listen to all the things I’m interested

in. I tend to jump around between History, Crime, Physics and Social Commentary

podcasts. A really good Australian history podcast series that I would recommend is

called “Forgotten Australia”.
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Where’s your favourite place for a bite in Sydney, and what’s your go-to food and

beverage order?

At home or in a restaurant my go-to food is steak with salad. I also often do a big

barbeque for the family on the weekend that has lots of leftovers for the fridge. It

becomes our home version of “fast food” dinner – microwave the meat, add salad, ready

to go. I try to keep my carbs low, and if I have a soft drink it will be sparkling water or a

Coke Zero.

If where I eat most of my meals is anything to go by, my favourite place to eat in Sydney

turns out to be the food courts near where I work – Chifley and the MLC centre.
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